ABSTRACT. A dyadic space S is defined to be a continuous image of {o, l}m for some infinite cardinal number m. We deduce Banach space properties of C(S) and topological properties of S. For example, under certain cardinality restrictions on m, we show: Every dyadic space of topological weight m contains a closed subset homeomorphic to {o, l}m. Every Banach space X isomorphic to an m dimensional subspace of C(S) (for S dyadic) contains a subspace isomorphic to /'(r) where r has cardinality m.
Introduction. In this paper we examine the relationships between dyadic spaces S and the Banach spaces C(S) of continuous real valued functions on S. The main result is Theorem 1. Let S be a dyadic space and m a regular cardinal number. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) The topological weight ofS>m.
(ii) C(S) contains a subspace isomorphic to .
(iii) C(S)* contains a subspace isometrically isomorphic to L1{0, l}m.
(iv) If <$>: Dn -► S is continuous and onto, then there exists a closed subset J2 of Dn, homeomorphic to Dm, such that 0ln is a homeomorphism.
(v) C(S) contains a subspace isometrically isomorphic to C(D m ) which is the range of a projection in C(S) of norm one.
(A cardinal number m is regular if m is not the sum of fewer than m cardinal numbers each smaller than m. For any cardinal number n, Dn = { 0, l}n is a generalized Cantor set. A dyadic space is a compact Hausdorff space which is a continuous image of some Dn. For the definitions of the other terms, see § 1 below.)
Properties of C(S) spaces for S dyadic (especially questions about their isomorphic classification) have previously been examined by Pefczynski [12] in his monograph. Combining his Proposition 8.4 with our Theorem 1, we have the following of topological weight m.
Then C(S) is isomorphic to (Xpm) ifS satisfies any one of the following properties:
(1) There exists a continuous onto map q>: Dn -*■ S (for some rt) admitting an averaging operator.
(2) // S is homeomorphic to a closed subset of a compact Hausdorff space K, then there exists a linear extension operator E: CXS) -* C\K).
(3) S is a closed subset of some Dn and there is a retraction r: Dn -*• S.
(For the definitions of averaging and extension operators and retraction, see [12] .) Topological properties of dyadic spaces somewhat weaker than (i) ■* (iv) of Theorem 1 are known and due to Efimov [2] . In particular, he proved (under certain restrictions on m ) that if S is dyadic and has topological weight m, then Dm is a continuous image of a closed subset of S.
Using Theorem 1 in an obvious fashion, we can deduce a dyadic space analogue of a well-known result of Kuratowski [6, p. 444 ] on uncountable compact metric spaces.
Corollary.
Let St and S2 be dyadic spaces and m the topological weight of S2. Assume that m is a regular cardinal Then if 0: Sj -► S2 is continuous and onto, there exists a closed subset SlofSv homeomorphic to Da , such that <p\a is a homeomorphism.
We now indicate the organization of this paper. § 1 contains definitions and notation. In §2 we investigate the structure of nonseparable subspaces X of CXS) for 5 dyadic. For example, in Theorem 2 we prove that if X is an m dimensional subspace of C(S) (for S dyadic; again, n is a regular cardinal), then X contains a subspace isomorphic to /«. This yields immediately a partial affirmative answer to a conjecture of Rosenthal [14] concerning conjugate L1^) spaces.
§3 contains the proof of Theorem 1. The only difficult implication is (iii) "* (iv). ((i) =» (ii) is immediate from Theorem 2 and the other implications follow easily from known results.) The major step in the proof of (iii) =* (iv) is Proposition 11, which gives a sufficient condition for pairs of sets {(Aa, Ba): a E A} in Dn to contain a "large" independent subfamily {(Aa, Ba): a E 8} where 8 C A.
The proofs of our results use a combinatorial lemma of Erdös-Radö (cf. [3] for an easy proof as well as for a coherent presentation of many of the known results on dyadic spaces.) We state this result as Lemma 7. In addition, we require some further combinatorial results, especially a "Ramsey-like" theorem for functions (Lemma 8). To establish properties of subspaces of C(S) for S dyadic, we rely heavily on a result of Rosenthal [15, Proposition 4] which gives sufficient conditions for a set of functions on some set S to be equivalent (in sup norm) to the usual basis of llm. We state this as Lemma 6.
1. Preliminaries. For the most part our notation and terminology is standard. AU Banach spaces will be real Banach spaces and aU operators between two Banach spaces wül be bounded linear operators. We wiU denote the dual space of the Banach space X by X*. Two Banach spaces X and Y are isomorphic if there is a linear homeomorphism from X onto Y, isometricaUy isomorphic if there is a surjective operator T-. X -*■ Y such that II 7x|| = ||jc|| for every x € X.
Let T be a set. Then /' (r) The author wishes to thank the referee, and B. Hoffmann and R. Haydon for pointing out errors in early versions of the manuscript.
2. Subspaces of C(S) for S dyadic. It is well known (cf. [1] ) that any separable Banach space is isometric to a subspace of C(DX°), hence of C\Dn) for any infinite cardinal number n. Theorem 2 shows that C(Dn) is not "rich" in nonseparable subspaces.
Theorem 2. Let -m.be a regular cardinal number. Let X be a Banach space of dimension m which is isomorphic to a subspace of C(D") for some n. Then X contains a subspace isomorphic to iL Before giving the proof we consider some consequences.
Corollary
3. Let -m.be a regular cardinal number, S a dyadic space, and X a subspace of C(S) of dimension m. Then X contains a subspace isomorphic toll.
Proof. If S is dyadic, then there is a continuous onto map <f>:Dn-*-S for some n. As is well known, 0 induces an isometric embedding 0°: (XS) -*" Cip™) defined by 0°/(£) = /(0(£)> for / E C(S), % e D\ So the first part follows from Theorem 2. The second part also follows easily since dim CTS) = wt(5) for any compact Hausdorff space S. Q.E.D.
Remarks.
(1) The conclusion of Corollary 3 (hence of Theorem 2) is false if m is the sum of a countable number of smaller cardinals. Indeed, in [12, Example 7, p . 71], Pejfczyriski shows that in this case there exists a dyadic space S of weight m such that C(S) does not contain a subspace isomorphic to 1^. We do not know if either Theorem 1 or Theorem 2 holds if we assume only that m is not the sum of a countable number of smaller cardinals.
(2) Other possible improvements of Theorem 2 appear to be false. For example, it is not true that every nonseparable subspace of L°°{0, 1}N° contains a subspace isomorphic to I1. For by a result of R. C. James [7] , [9] , there exists a separable Banach space X with X* nonseparable but such that neither X nor any successive dual of X contains a subspace isomorphic to I1. But since the dual of every separable space is isomorphic to a subspace of L°°{0, 1}H°, there is an isomorph of X* in L°°{0, 1}X° which does not contain ll.
Implication (ii) => (iv) of the next corollary gives an affirmative answer in special cases to a conjecture of Pefczynski [13] . (ii) A'* contains d subspace isomorphic to ^{0, 1}*. (iii) X* contains a subspace isomorphic to C(Dm)*. (iv) X contains a subspace isomorphic to lln.
Proof, (i) * (iv) is Corollary 3, (iv) => (iii) follows from [13, Proposition 3.3] or [5, Lemma 2], (iii) * (ii) is trivial, and (ii) => (i) follows from this observation: It is easy and well known that if R is a reflexive subspace of X*, then R* is isomorphic to a quotient space of X. Since ^{0, 1}* contains a subspace isomorphic to L2{0, 1}™, it follows (assuming (ii)) that L2{0, 1}™ is isomorphic to a quotient space of X. Since dim L2{0, 1}* = m, we must have dim X > tn, which establishes (i). QMS).
Remark. Implication (ii) ■* (iv) may hold if we assume only that m is an infinite cardinal number.
As a final corollary to Theorem 2, we can characterize a large number of Ll(p) spaces isomorphic to conjugate spaces of subspaces of C(S) for S dyadic.
Corollary 5. Let ra.be a regular cardinal number. Let X be a closed subspace of COD") of dimension m.
If X* is isomorphic to Ll(p)for some measure p, then X* is isomorphic to CXDm)*.
Proof. Since X contains a subspace isomorphic to /«, this follows immediately from [14, Remark 5, p. 242]. Q.E.D.
We now begin to assemble the components necessary in the proof of Theorem 2. Crucial to our proof is the following result of Rosenthal [15, Proposition 4] which gives sufficient conditions for a set of functions to be equivalent (in sup norm) to the usual basis of /". Lemma 6. Let m > N0 and let A be a set of cardinality m. Let r and 8 be real numbers with 8 > 0. Let {fa: a G A} be norm one functions in /"(T), and put Aa = {y: 4(7) > r + 8}, Ba = {7:4(7) < r}.
If{{Aa, Ba): a € A} is an independent family of pairs of subsets ofY, then {f^: a E A} is 8/2 equivalent to the usual basis ofllm. More precisely, given distinct Qj.ak E A and scalars tx.tk, then
To obtain such functions, we shall begin with a family of functions satisfy-ing weaker properties than those of Lemma 6. Then we shall use some combinatorial results to extract a subfamily of these functions (of the desired cardinality) satisfying the lemma. The first of these combinatorial lemmas is due to Erdös and Radö (cf. [3] for an easy proof).
Lemma 7. Let mbe a regular cardinal number. Let Abe a set of cardinality m, and for each a g A, let Na be a finite subset of some set T. Then there exists a subset A'c A with card(A') = m such that iVai n Na2 = H^^Af or every pair of distinct ax, a2 g A'.
The other combinatorial result we need is a "Ramsey-like" theorem for functions. Proof. If m = N0, then the lemma follows directly from Ramsey's theorem (cf. [10] ). So let us assume that m > X0. We present the proof in the case of n = 2. The general case follows easily either by induction or by an obvious elaboration (with more notation) of the argument for n = 2.
Let us say that a subset A of A works on Tf if Wfa\ri ~fß\r^ > <?/2 for every pair of distinct a, ß g A.
Let F= {(A1,A2): At works on T( for / = 1, 2} partially ordered by (Aj, A2) < (Bv B2) ifAt CBt and A2 C B2. Observe that F^ 0, and that if (A\, Atyt^T is a linearly ordered set in F, then (\JtA\, \JtAf2) is an upper bound in F By Zorn's lemma there exists a maximal element (Ai, A2) in F We claim that either t -1 and A' = At or i = 2 and A' = A2 satisfies the conclusion of the lemma. We assume that neither does and derive a contradiction.
If both card(Aj) and card(A2) < m, then, putting B = A ~ (A! U A2), card(B) = m. Since (Ai, A2) is maximal in F for every ß g B there exists an oij g Ai and Oj e A2 such that W ll/«flr,-Wl<0/2 for/=1,2.
Define B -*■ Ax x A2 by *fJ3) = (oij, a2), where oij g A, and q2 g A2 are chosen to have (*) for ß. Since card(B) > cardf^ x A2), * cannot be one-toone. Thus, for some (otj, a2) g Ax x A2, there exist distinct ß, a g B such that p\ a g *-1(a,, c^). But then Proof.
For each rational number rE [-1, 1], put Ar = {a E A: a satisfies (*) for r}. We are done once we show that card(Ur Ar) = For then, by the assumptions on m, card(Ar) = m for some r, and we may take B = Ar.
If card(\Jr Ar) < m, then the set A' = A ~ Ur Ar has cardinality m and for each a E A', sup7/a(7) -inf7/a(7) < 6/2. Since card(A') > N0, we can easily find a rational number r and distinct a1, ctj E A' such that inf7/aj.(7) < r < sup7/a/(7) for i = 1,2. Let lr denote the function on T whose constant value is r. Then -fa2 II < ll/ai -lrll + II lr -f"2IK 6 which is a contradiction. Q.E.D.
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 2. Since the property of containing l\n is invariant under isomorphism, we may assume that X is an m dimensional subspace of (XDn)-Thus, for any 0 < 6 < 1, there exists a set A of cardinality m and a set {xa: aE A} of norm one elements in X such that \\xa -xp\\>6 for distinct a, ß E A. Theorem 2 is immediate from Proposition 10. Let 17/18 < 6 < 1, m a regular cardinal number, and A a set of cardinality m. Let {xa: a E A} be a set of norm one elements in C(Dn) such that \\xa -xß\\ > 6 for distinct a, ß E A.
Then there exists a subset B C A of cardinality m such that {xa: a E B} is equivalent to the usual basis of /i.
Proof. Choose 0 < e < 1/36. Let M be a set of cardinality n; we regard Dn = {0, 1}N. Let F be the algebra of functions in C{0,1}N which depend on a finite set of coordinates in W. Then F separates the points of {0, 1}N and contains the constant functions. By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, there exists for each a G A a norm one function fa G Fand a finite subset NaCN such that I\fa -xa 11 < e and fa depends on A^. Thus, for a distinct a, ß G A we have \\fa -fßW > 0-2e. 3. The structure of dyadic spaces. This section contains the proof of Theorem 1. We begin by giving sufficient conditions for a family {(Aa, Ba): a E A} of pairs of subsets of Dn to contain a "large" independent subfamily {(Aa? Ba)'-a e B}-As above, we regard Dn = {0, 1}W for some set M of cardinality n. 
and
(3) disjoint finite subsets Na C N~N(for aEß)so that AaC\T and BaC\T are both nonempty and depend in T only on the coordinates Na.
In particular, {(Aa, Ba): a E B} is an independent family of pairs of sets. If N i= 0, write N = [n1,.. . , nk}. Let Cj,..., be an enumeration of the 2k points in {0, 1}^, and define for 1 < / < 2k. For fixed i, fa \r. depends on the coordinates Na = Ma ~ Af. Hence, if a, ß E A' are distinct, fa lrf and fß\?t depend on disjoint sets of coordinates. Thus, given ya E r( for each a E A', there exists a 7 E f\ such that (*) 4(7) =/a(7a) for each a E A'.
To see this, define 7 e by P^fr) = PNa(.7a) for a E A', P^i) = et and P"(7) = 0 if n $ ( U<*eA' •/va)u^v-This 1 clearly satisfies (*).
To finish the proof, it suffices to show that for some 1 < / < 2k, there exists a subset B E A* with card(B) = m such that (**) for each a E B, 4(T,) D {-1, 1}.
For once we have such a set B, then we take T = rf and we are done. To see that {(Aa, Ba): a E B} is an independent family, let distinct al,. . . ,ar, ßlt ..., ßs E B be given. Combining (*) and (**), we obtain a 7 E rt such that 4/7) =1 for K/<r, /p,(7) = -l forl<<7<s.
But this is equivalent to 7S(p/"')n(,Ö,*'') which establishes the independence of {(Aa, Ba): a E B}.
So it remains to find 1 and the set B satisfying (**) for this i. For each m (n oai n n ~ oß\ = 2-(*+«>.
Let 0 < e < 1/16 and fix (for the moment) a G A. Define ra G /-.'(/x) by ra = 2xoa -1. (We regard Ll(u) as a subspace of C(S)*; \Q denotes the characteristic function of the measurable set 0.) Since llrall = 1, there exists ga G C(S), \\ga\\ = 1, such that fgara dp > 1 -e.
Put Fa = {s E S: ga(s) > e} and Ga = {s G 5: ga(s) < -e}. We claim that M(Fa) > p(Fa n 0a) > 1/2 -2e > 3/8 and u(Ga) > u(Ga n~0a)> 1/2 -2e > 3/8. We show this for Fa, the proof for Ga being the same. If the assertion is false, then since ra = 1 on 0a and u(öa) =1/2, 1/2 " 6 < Jö« ^ * = iöanFa ^ * + f0a~Faga dp < M(0a n + e/2 < 1/2 -2e + e/2 < 1/2 -3e/2, a contradiction. Having now selected ga, Fa and Ga as above for each a G A, we have easily that {(Fa, Ga): a G A} is a 2-independent family of closed sets in 5. For given distinct a, ß G A and (for example) Fa and Fß, then Fa n 0a and F^ n rjâ (1) a subset Be A with card(B) = nt;
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